The Revolution On Your Front Door

ultraloq

www.u-tec.com
Ultraloq Whole-Home Smart Lock System

Ultraloq connected smart lock system gives you complete control of your doors in your home, business or rental properties from anywhere.
Complete Control for Every Door

Control who comes and goes in your entire house including front doors, back doors, interior doors and home to garage doors.

Flexible, Easy and Secure Entry

Open your door through fingerprint identity, code, key fob or smartphone Bluetooth proximity sensor.

Remotely unlock, lock, share eKeys, and view access logs from anywhere. Receive smartphone notifications when someone opens your door.

Download on the App Store | GET IT ON Google play
UL1 Bluetooth Enabled Fingerprint and Key Fob Smart Lock

- Bluetooth Smart Connectivity
- One Touch Fingerprint Access
- Contactless Key Fob
- Share Ekey
- Remote Access via Bridge
UL3 BT
Bluetooth Enabled
Fingerprint and Touchscreen
Smart Lock

- Bluetooth Smart Connectivity
- Fingerprint Access
- Anti-peep Touchscreen
- Share Ekey & Code
- Remote Access via Bridge
U-Bolt
Bluetooth Enabled Keypad Smart Deadbolt

- Bluetooth Smart Connectivity
- Anti-peek Keypad
- Auto Unlock & Auto Lock
- Share Ekey & Code
- Remote Access via Bridge
U-Bolt Pro
Bluetooth Enabled Fingerprint and Keypad Smart Deadbolt

Bluetooth Smart Connectivity
360° Live Fingerprint Access
Anti-peep Keypad
Auto Unlock & Auto Lock
Share Ekey & Code
Remote Access via Bridge
Combo
Bluetooth Enabled
Fingerprint and Key Fob
Two-Point Smart Lock

- Bluetooth Smart Connectivity
- Dual Locking
- One Touch Dual Unlocking
- Contactless Key Fob
- Share Ekey
- Remote Access via Bridge
UL300
Multi-Point Smart Lock

- Bluetooth Smart Connectivity
- Advanced Capacitive Fingerprint Identification
- Anti-peep Touchscreen
- Contactless Key Fob
- Share Ekey & Code
- Remote Access via Bridge
Bridge WiFi Adaptor

Ultraloq Bridge allows you to unlock, share eKeys to your guests for scheduled access, and view access logs from anywhere.

- Unlock your Ultraloq anytime, from anywhere
- Share Ekey Remotely
- Smart Alerts and Notifications
- View Logs on the Go
- Work with Alexa & Google Assistant
- Plug and Go
Work Seamlessly With Your Ultraloq

UL1
UL3 BT
Combo
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About Us

We are U-tec.
WE LEAD THE CONNECTED SMART LOCK REVOLUTION.

Making the most of innovation, technology and design, U-tec invents and manufactures Ultraloq Whole-Home smart lock system that fits into any lifestyle that lets everyone in your home access every door in a true keyless way. You have complete control of who comes and goes in your entire house even you are away. You can grant temporary access to your guests, dog walker, babysitter or service provider no matter where you are. Ultraloq integrates seamlessly with major smart home platforms to intelligently interact with other smart devices, which provides unlimited possibilities.